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What!
An Appendectomy?
The unexpected can happen to any-
one, anytime, anywhere…just like
that! This picture of Robert is of him
being released from the hospital on
February 24th after having had
emergency surgery the night before.
Thank goodness he was treated right
away and has recovered just fine al-
though not as fast as he would have
liked since he was not able to tend
to his gardening and
yard work while recu-
perating. He is now
playing catchup!

It’s Official
Robert and I are now shot up. Just
two more weeks and we will be al-
lowed to hug any of you who are in
the same place. Or is this just a
rumor? At any rate, we certainly do
feel better about our new status!
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Let’s do something Mom!

Scent Work
Not going to conformation dog shows because
so many are too far away now, not taking
agility classes because I don’t want to run
courses wearing a mask, hunt training slowing
down this time of year, and unable to do
freestyle (dog dancing) because of lack of
classes available for Morgan and Brooklyn
being too much of a barker when she performs
(she just gets so excited), I now have BOTH
Brooklyn and Morgan enrolled in scent work
classes. Gotta keep these high energy hunting
dogs happy and busy after all!

Milestone Family Reunion
Forty years ago, in 1981, Frank and Dawn Mesa along with
Frank’s Mom (my Aunt Irene) bought a house in Woodinville
and held the first ever family reunion which went on to be-
come the Gray PEAR Affair. PEAR stands for Puckett and Elling-
son Annual Reunion aka Puckett & Ellingson and Relations). At
first this was for my Dad’s side of the family. When lots of fam-

ily members from my Mom’s side of the family started attend-
ing, the “Gray” was added to the name. This year Frank and
Dawn are hosting the reunion to celebrate that very first re-
union. AND to celebrate their marriage of 40 years.  Since the
ruby is the gemstone for 40 years, what could be more perfect
than pear cut rubies for this year’s 2021 reunion theme—yet
another great theme my Mom came up with!


